


A friend of H. Allen Smith’s once had a grammar school book 
that said, "The Antarctic is inhabited by the brown bear, the 
blackbear, and the great white also." His parents told him that 
his first impression of the sentence was correct: there was indded 
an Antarctic creature known as the Great White Also, and it would 
eat him up if he didn’t do his homework and keep his room tidy. 
The friend grew up to lose his sense of wonder and learn that 
the Great White Also was a myth—but still, he decided, a good 
name for a yacht. I think it’s still a better name for a fanzine.

There are a lot of other things around which like the Great 
White Also are seen although not really there. Among these of 
course is the famous Man on the Stair, obviously a self-cancelling 
time traveller with designs on tne status quo—and possibly on 
some grandfather’s life. What he's doing on the stair is not 
quite clear. Probably working up courage to go in and knock off 
the olu man—which explains why he could be simultaneously there 
and.not there at the same time.

But perhaps the most noteworthy case of the Great White Also 
syndrome occurred on the night of February 28, 19^4 two hours 
before Leap Year Day began when Alayn Crater, recently ex-Poli 
Sci professor, climbed up the steps to his second story Valley 
apaientment, stumbled on the landing,- and found himself being 
helped to his feet by an old gentleman, who somefahat embarrassedly 
identified himself as Alayn’s grandfather, a Hew York city justice 
who had v nished under curious circumstances some ce 'cded before.

"I was out in the country walking around looking at the 
horses this morning,." said the justice, "and the next thing I 
knew I found myself now in a Sherman Oaks housing development."'

Alayn, who had bc.n about five when .nis grandfather dis
appeared e-scourted the old man into his apartment with bewilderment. 
Just what would Emily Post say, he woddered, was correct conduct 
in such a situation. He poured himself a Scotch, dnd drank half 
of it hastily, then asked, "Have you got any idea as to how you 
got here?"

"Probably some kind of typographical error," said the Jjudge. 
"I started out walking around the horses and ended up walking 
around the houses. Not-much difference, I sup ose, from one 
point of view. Hot much difference from an aesthetic point of 
view either, excert that the stables looked a lot less crappy."

Architecture, somebody said, is frozen musiz. 
The Mormon Temple is off-key.

Alayn bedued the Justice down for the night on ^he 
living room couch. He woke up the next morning to discover that 
Judge Crater had disappeared once more—taking the family silver 
with him, as his good-by note explained, "as a poor but expressive 
token of long past times."

Alayn found himself curiously refreshed.and cheered up by 
the episode. He had been at loose ends ever since his contract 
had been terminated last January 1st for lack of sufficient 
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departmental funds due to the recent Reagan budget cut. He had 
toyed in' his first fine careless frenzy with conventional schemes 
of sublimation and revenge: sending Reagan a life time gift 
subscription to the National Educational Association magazine, 
telling the local Minuteman post that his- ex-department head was 
a Comsymp, or enlisting tae aid of some renegade geology professor 
to tri .ger the earthquake fault uncer UCL^ into action -so that 
the whole school got swallowed up in one gigantic crevass.

Then, as the weeks went by, his mind turned to more grandiose 
ideas—sabotaging the UCLA IBM so tact all the students' packets 
came out reading Wozzeck Garrideb, Major in Animal Husbandry,

The outrageous conmanship of his late visitor, however, 
inspired him to even greater heights. Alayn decided to call up 
the devil. He started out by picking up his old Frasier and 
leafed through it looking for useful spells. He soon realized, 
however, that all of the spells included were either too exotic 
for American use or by now obsolete. The basic rationale behind 
all of them seemed to be a systematic sacrilege of the established 
morality. Unfortunately, ho..-ever, all of the Frasier soells 
relied on profanation of the Christian mythos w .ich was' now of 
course completely out of date.

Obviously, in order to call up the devil, Alayn decided, he 
would have to do some creative thinking. He laid in a case of 
Scotch and proceded to think.

One week later Alayn decided he -as ready. He rolled back 
the living room rug and placed in the middle of it a carefully 
polished Cadillac hubcap. In it he cs;:..fully placed an aged 
45 disc of the Beatles singing "I cant to Hold Your Hand." On 
top of that a gasoline creo.it card, his driver's license $ and an 
artificial flower. Carefully he then placed on top of the pile 
a shredded TV Guide. He then sprayed the pile- with Ban deoderant 
and solemnly chanted, "I have purified myself. I have deodorized 
my breath. I have deodorized my armpits. I have a clean body 
and a filthy mind, and m37 best friends always1 tell me everything." 
Carefully novi he poured out on the hubcap- ten drops of Platformate 
which he had spent the last tnree days■ unifying from five gallons 
of Shell. He threw a match into the hubcap, then hastily 
stepped back, outside of the carefully dimwn circle surrounding 
the hubcap into a protective pentagon. "Lucifer, appear," he 
called.

There was for a moment nothing but bht crackling as the 
plastic steadily burned, then there was a sudden-crash of cymbals 
and Lucifer appeared, standing on top of the hubcap.- He jumped 
off of it hurriedly, and rubbed his cloven feet tenderly. "I 
liked last decade's spells better," he complained testily. 
"Pouredg pickle brine on an cp >le pie. is much, easier on the 
insteps. Ueli," he turned to Alayn grumpily, "what do you Want?"

"I want you," said Alayn firmly, "to destroy7 Ronald Reagan 
and everyone who voted for him in the cst picturesque way you 
can imagine.k- -There was another crash" of cymbals, and then the 
devil disappeared once more. Alayn waited a half hour, for the 
smell of sulphur to die away, and then returned c.ontentedly to 
the remnant of the.case of Scotch.
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■ Next day Alayn picked’up the LA Times and’read the headline' 
contentedly: ■ ■

RONALD REAGAN RESIGNS, SAYS .JILL RETURN TO HJYD 
.....  ..........NBC Promises New ’’Death Valley Days"

Similar Murphy Announcement Expected To Follow

He was reading the Times' Editorial,."Governor Faces 
Responsibilities," when the doorbell rang. Alayn regretfully 
got up at'the fifth ring and went to the doorrb- co ’Loat

"H ello, Alayn," said Judge Crater, silverware in hand. 
"I've come back to stay."

THE END

thank God

Hank’Stine,;again, for ghod-sakes. Betwixt my stencil and this
I went home and wrote the first five minutes of one.of the scripts 
just to show that my heart was in the. right place and to sooth my 
conscience. Now I'm too tired to think straight and may/will have 
to change typers.
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7 usicsl question of the ”reekt "hither the zither?

'"."Household hints ofr f &ns • Corflu c&n be stored in the freezer 
for months &nd months 'Without thickening un like it sometimes does 
otherwise.

NO’ RETURN TO OUR REGULARLY SCHEDULED FA-ZIIE......................................



r uth b errnan . . ... - . . * .... W* —- WB * •— •—• — 1 • - *• • — - ~ •* B— —B .-- ■ • *• .* • > •— ■• MB BB . • - ' — «B» —B *— W —B —B —- . — -■• *-B -• WSing a song of stencils, table full of typers...seconds on styli?Milchig or fleischig typewriters?
In praise of Mingo: Mingo, the half-Indian, half-English, patriotic American on| Daniel, Boone (who generally tries to forget about his white ancestors) makes even Fess Darker as Daniel Boone enjoyable. I'm not sure why. I guess maybe it's because Mingo and Daniel like each other but laugh at each other—the first makes -them sympathetic, and the second make.s them believable.The knowledge that Mingo thinks the Parker brand of long-lasting, never-runs-dry homey nobility is funny, and that Daniel likes Mingo anyway makes Daniel likeable, maybe.

Finish your stencil — think of the- starving Opelikans who'd be glad to get one.
And then there's the contrast between Dingo 's "buckskins and feathers (he even sleeps with the feathers on) and his slightly English accent, out into deeper contrast by Daniel's drawl to make him amusing. You couldn't call him a consistant character. Me is sometimes a convincing chracter, if the writer happened to feel like making use of Mingo's background that week (there was, for instance, the show where the villain who persecuted all Indians in sight except his half-Indian mistress turned out to a lialf-breed himself w^10 nated himself, or the delightful comedy in which Beaumarchais brought culture to the savages with a production of I.IpzaytJ s liarriage, of Figaro., actually a cover for gur-running on behalf of the American revolution, and thought Mingo must be a Rousseauistic Noble Savage, so Mingo happily played tie role whenever Beamarchais, played by SinrMaurice Ivans, was around—a "Him Mingo" grunt that would have done credit to Jay Silverheels—that particular show was as anachronistic as a Time Patrol story, but who minds a little Creative anachronism?—you've probably had enough of that parenthesis, haven't you?). 

—B B«B —■ —« M BM MB — ... a* >a MB M — MB . W. MB M ■— M «« B M w M .... Mb.-— MbB— .Please pass the corflu
But even when the writers forget to make use of Mingo's special chracteristics, Ed Ames ,is attractive enough to be worth watching if the script ha's any merit (occasionally, it doesn't — but often it does ;-yduj.pays your electricity and you 'ives it a five-minute chance)/'



ONCE UPON A LONG TIl’.iE AGO there existed a small fannish city by 
the name of cLos Angeles. This fine fsnnish city existed in a 
vest desert of uninterest, disepnrovsl, and quotes of "Oh, you 
mean that Cr*zy Buck Roger’s stuff about Dero or somesuch?1

But in this desert of disinterest the light of Los Angeles shone 
all the more brightly for the eyes of the small number offannish 
people in/the ,rorld. Los Angeles; became' a fannish home of tru- 
fans:, a -danger place for the mundane, but a nice home for any 
poor homeless fans. '

These fens published fanzines, "
' went to conventions, 

held conventions
end had a good fanish time of it all. These fens were famous for 
their enjoyment of the good fannish life, faarans from foreign ;
nations vls.ited Fan-ish Los- Angeles- (or Fangeles ^-s it quickly '
became known) just to discover the. secret of their fannish live, 
and why it became- the perfect.-fannish heaven.

Then the apa-pple from found in the mimed * a strangely tjolored, 
lively, quick, apa-pple. b4

It-said, bite me, publish me, ’’'rite -about 
me, we shall become you? activity. .

One after another Los Angeles 
followed the fannish goldern road to bite unon this strangely color
ed apa-pple.

And one by ope they died, slowly,genzines at first, 
letters, conventions, fannish phone-calls, collect letters were 
sent to Fangeles, "what wrong, what’s happening....". 

■ • ■S' ■

Apa-pple hung on, for years, more and more Fangeles bite the goldern 
ana-pple, they were younger and younger, end more and more.

And 
the-true, the goldern mimeo, holding the-apa-pple is dying, it’s - 
going....... ■ ■ j " -'-J/ '

So now.w© ’ 11beck to doing one-shots in again In goldern apa-eles.

John Nelson Johnes

fci realize IT'S cwm? ■" 
mnprYi/veJ-; an

Entire cityf;
DOES IT HAVE TV Go p'? "



A SORT OF HAPPENING

A few weeks back I got an invitation to a Yellow Submarine 
Party, in the Place That »Is Not Los Angeles. Since there was nothing 
much happening in local fandom that weekend I decided to go. The 
directions I was given led me to the Hill St. terminal of Arigel’s 
Flight just as it was getting darki There was a patch of dense fog 
(Did I detect a hint of a taste of pee soup in the air??) so that 
the upper terminus of the inclined railway was invisible. Every so 
often one of the two cars would appear out of the fog, wait a minute 
or so at the terminal, and then vanish up the hill, to be replaced 
by the car-on the other end of the cable that connected them to the 
machinery at the top of the hill. I stood there watching the cars 
come and go; reading the names painted on the cars; SIKAI*..**.^ 
OLIVET.. .... .SINAI.. . . .OLIVFT... . . .SINAI. ............ OLIVET.............SINAI. . 
.....OLIVET.....EXPRESS. I got on.

Except for me the car was 
empty, it obviously being Not Rush Hour. It was built something like 
a regular Angel’s Flight car, with steps in the aisle so that the 
floor and seats were level even though the car was on-a fairly steep 
incline. There were some.strange ads above the windows, such as 
several for "unreal estate” and one for "slow glass jewelery" that 
could be obtained "By the Crystal Towers, but Not in a Persian.. 
Markett". After a short wait the car started up the incline. Soon, 
the bottom terminal was lost to sight and nothing could be seen 
through the windows but the gray of the fog.

After a minute or two 
of rumbling up the hill the track leveled off, with the steps in the 
floor merging into a smooth aisle like an escalator when it reaches 
the top, until the car could pass for a regular streetcar. During 
this interval it had accelerated to a fairly high rate of speed and 
the gray of the mist had somehow become the gray of concrete tunnel 
walls rushing past. After roaring through a couple of minor subway 
stations (It’s an Express, remember.) it stopped at the platform of 
a major terminal. I got off and stood around watching the crowd of 
Hobbits and hippies and-Arabs and elves,' and Little Green Men and 
Things From Beyond (as well as a fdir number of ordinary-looking 
people) until the train I wanted, a single car labeled SOUTH SEA 
FLYER, arrived.

This time I was not alone in the car. There were 
two couples with suitcases and fishing rods and SCUBA gear, and 
what looked like an old sea captain with a group of Polynesians in 
native costumes. The car started off into a tunnel whose gray 
concrete walls soon seemed to take on the appearance of gray fog. 
This car was noiser than most, and the clatter and roar of the wheels 
tended to discourage conversation so that when, the plane (actually 
a VTOL) we were on finally emerged from the cloudbank the only sound 
was the roar of its engines. (The transportation system here is 
quite versatile.) were passing over a beech between what looked 
like jungle and a1, moonlit tropical ocean,.vzith a lighthouse, perched 
on a small rocky island a mile or so offshore. Ee landed; on the 
deck of a ship anchored about a half mile beyond the lighthouse. 
From there a diving bell brought me to the Yellow Submarine;which 
was lying on the bottom directly under the ship. Ee joined airlocks 
end pumped the water out of the passageway and I entered the 
submarine. The party had aIready started.

(to be continued in some other fanzine, maybe)
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HANK STINE schumacher.............Phil Castora, newly-enlisted yeoman in the Imperial Japanese Navy, tapped a cigarette out of the pack, lit it slowly, leaned back against the bunk, and let out a slowsigh. He was tired. As usual.Suddenly the door burst open, splintered inward by a mighty kick, and the Great White Also stormed into the room, a gun -in bach paw."Where did you come from?" Phil gaped, grabbing the bulkhead and pulling himself erect, ready to move swiftly in either direction."Hank Stine sent me," the. hulking, albino monster snarled.. "He hired me away from Raymond Chandler and sent me over here to put some action into this plotl""What plot?" Phil asked dumbly, frantically wondering how Fandom’s leading producer1 of sex films had tracked him down.Suddenly Ted Johnstpne sat down. at the typewriter. . '"I'm sick of these two-line paragraphs, " Castora sharled,* whipping into action.. With a flick of his wrist he shot the glowing coal from his cigarette into thec-creatureb wickedly gleaming central eye. Blinded with pain, it clutched at him as he .leaped sideways. His feet skidded on the steel deck aS he scrambled away, the- anguished roars of the agonised beast .’shrieking behind him.? As his lean sinewey hand grabbed for the railing of the companionway, something soft and incredibly strong coiled around his ankle. His desperate grasp only brushed the steel pole as he fwlt himself being dragged irresistably backwards.. All his superb training and conditionihg stood as his weapons against this supernal terror — he writhed about, unable to free himself but seeking a glimpse of this dreadful thing.’ ‘ The paw that clutchedhis aching ankle was a doughy, pallid white thing, covered wi^h lank, sparse colorless hairs. The beast towered over hi®, fangs dripping foam whichsmoked as it fell.,.,. '"NowJust a damn minute," Castora-yelled. "This is a simple fannish one- shot, hot one of your wild impossible television novels.' Get me out of this before something terrible happens.'" A circle of black spun around in the air a few feet away and steadied. A stocky figure with a shocky of dirty blond hair stuck his head out. "Cool it,. Great, " he said. ’Friend of mine. nthing doubtfully. n5§§§§g0** " said the"Ifo I don’t," said the head, which came on throgu the circle, accompanied by a medium-sized body in a blue tuttle-neck and gKsnast olive slacks "lou were here when I sat down. But I took over’’You were here whenI say drop him, you
the corner until we lead. "

drop him. " "Yeah.decide what to do with, you.
Complete control, fella, and when
Now you go over there and stand in Behave and I'll make you second

+ , "No’ Otera's already got that. Besdies, frankly, you're lust alittle too normal for the readers to identify with. You know how it is."and the creature shambled to the side of the room, dropping Phi^ almost negligently as it passed the newcomer.



"Who are you," Castora gasped as he got to his feet, massaging his bruised ankle. ’’And where did you come from?” "'Jell, at the moment I’m God, at least in this universe. And this black thing. .."he gestured at the black circle which still hung in the air behind him ”,..is the opening into the machinery of the plot. Look through here and you can see it work.”. Phil looked, but saw 'nothing. The young man who claimed to be God continued, "I just came out of there.”Castora grinned. "The Deuce, " he said. "Feh, " the yo’ung man answered. "I just put those words into your mouth. Lobk, I just found out I took over fro^i Patten without the least idea of what was going on, It seems that big lump over there is actually supposed to be a personification of this one-shot-zine you’re in, so I guess it shouldn't have been quite so vicious." "Huh?" said Castora?' saidthe apologetic lump in the corner. "You don't mind,” said God easily. "Basically,I'm writing this for the moment, and you weren't doing what I.wanted.■ x x "I never knewa competent author who had to inject himself bodily into his stories-, " said Phil. "Most of them where able to control them from the outside by sheer force of will*""So I'm.still a little nex/ at the business. After all, Jehovah had to keep putting himself into his story to straighten it »ut until he got the hang of it, or stopped. x. xv ".said Phil. "Keep putting words in my mouth or you’ll have °?Te xv6Se tlr®some dialogues between conscious and; subconscious. You've never liked other people doing it -- don't inflict yourself,"
hereJ" ■minute,' You've got to leave room for SchuSuddsmly the 'stencil lurched violently and of arms and legs. With his last moment of "Okay, I’ll do what I cani." all three characters went down in a tangle awareness, the-visitor yelled, "Wait a’to do ah illo But HURRy^ 

O vjh 'AJit-L BG HERE 
MOMENT, 

f HAVE T^ pR«^WT I ' A FAIT
HP*

aAO/H BN t '



As they locked around in c nfusi"n at the t^p »f a blank stencil, a voice spoke in the mind of each.‘ "Regretfully, my powers do net extend tf a different typeface, " it said, "but you may imagine this is in BIG italics. ''This whfle scene has gotten au-t of hand. You projection, you can stay in there with a fhw ' powers — no, just one will be en-ugh. You've got to be lucky, because you're a projection of me. You can use the name Ted. You, Castora, are doing »kay as the lead ~ keep’it up. And one of these days I'll figure out the -Great White’Also, since Simpson's just finished the cover. -- And incidentally,'-Don's dting the ill», net Schu." ’ •The voice faded, and was gone.. Ted, Phil and the Great Whi’te Also looked at each other, and then looked around. They weren't-moving, but Ijack grounds swung wildly about them, shifting and fading like Bradbury adjectives. A sun—blasted desert stretched to a dust-hazed horizon and a wave -f heat flowed over them; a moment later they wre on a wind-whipped ice cap. The dim gulden light of a street- lamp glistened on wet stones of analley somewhere near the docks, and footsteps- • echoed between the soot-stained brick walls that rose and vanished into the fog- fllled night. "Hey," Ted yelled. "Hold it there." ~ '■+, „i-4 t * T T_ Ti , The scene started io waverrne ship's steel bulkheads began to fade in around them.noticed his silly hat was hack. "Yeah, " Ted said, here. The alley looked good'— make it. ” sword-and-sorcery?"
and"Oh no," said Phil,, qho- ■. "Too many silly things happened He looted at Castora* ^Coatoinpoi*ai*y or_ mr’iiT - "Castora left the one—shot session," said again. "We'll wing it. " ’ r a voice in their headsThe stencil'lurched again, and three figures weresitting on the rain-washed cobbles of a smelly narrow street. A single torch protected by pierced iron-work of faintly repulsive patterning, flickered and flared m the chill night wind that blew up from the harbor.' A clatter of hooves,- unshod, rang from the age-worn stone walls, and a moment later a white horse, snorting m ful pallor, hulrtlcd aroUnd the cornerand charged down uponthem. • .s ’ The three leaped to thewalls, saving themselves from the churning hooves. bj® seconds only. They.glanced uncertainly at each other.■ Castora was now clad in furs, and his lean grinning face looked out iatoVe a tall wiry body. A sturdy sabre swung at bis side in a worn leather sheath. Ted was clad in green and grey, and a small golden harp was slung on his back. The paint was slightly chipped. As his side hung a rapier, and under his tunic he felt the familiar weight of a short-barreled .38 Special. He sighed. It's better than a radium pistol, anyway, he thought. The third member of their party looked himself over and shrugged. "g§&0>” he said resignedly, and flicked his tail. Before they could ask where they were, a troop of mounted men thundered around the same corner. Their loader barked an order, and the last two reined up as the rest of the column vanished in their chase.. The horsemen swung quickly to the ground, swords out. j'The man who went by just before us.," one of them .snapped.5 "Was be alone?" 1 -i j"As far as I could toll, " Phil said. ... "Why? Did he kidnap somebody?" "Only the daughter of the Minister of Finance," the 'guardsma^ "hook, you're Castora, aren't you?": "Uh... uh... yes... I think so. The last time I lookedanyway. Uh, look — I'm new here, and you may have me confused with somebody else. "".Hot if he's Ted," said the other one, indicating Ted. "You two have got to give us a hand. You're the only ones who can possibly bring back Grisilda.", • "I wonder where he got a name like that?" Ted muttered to Castora. -(^Barry Weisman gave it to med4 said the annoyingly calm voice in their heads as the guard froze in mid- movement. ‘



"Itemcmborj " Phil answered under his breath, "he's on our side,” // ' ■What's that?” said the guard. "Don't mumble. The Lightning Breaker is getting away, and we still don't know what happened to Grisilda. "v , . -(-(Lightning Breaker isfrom* Simpson^ they heard ovcr£the last part of his speech. ".Ill right, all right," Ted said.. "I'll play your sOly world. Let's get back to the Palace and look over the location. The posgp id after the Lightning Breaker,, and they can travel faster than we can, "* "But our steed, The Great White Also, can outrun anything in the —er, this world," said Castora.. _ . -(-(He's out44- said the cool voice. -(-(I just found cutit s a silly H. iJ-len Smith reference Lee came up with,-)--) There was a whisper of air rushing m, hnd.they were alone yith the two guards. "Ohwell, " said Ted, "I never did figure out just what it looked like. Come on," he addressed the awards, "ly luck's been good enough to get us into this —let's see if His imagination can get us through it. "’•(■(Frankly I doubt it. I'm starting to run down.-)-)- back\<7Sfd?"S’10^^ interesting too. Gonna wrap it up inanely ^jus? ha^itThe stencil lurched again. ((Damn carriage keeps slipping.^ The two were back in the same outfits on the floor of the Japanese Ship, the black circle soinning slowly behind Ted. . „T"I think that's my cue to split," said led. ^1 hope wo got together again sometime when He has a little more staying.power ana is able to improvise a whole story for us. That situation did lookr.promising, in an outrS sort" of way." He stepped into the circle. "Hey," said Phil. "What about me?I was supposed tb be the hero." "Take it up with Schu, " said the fading voice as the circle shrank and began to spin faster. "This time he really will do the illo here. And if Fred wants to keep you going, he can start the next page. Ta — been fun. " And the spot of blackness became a point and vanished.

Castora looked around blankly. "What do I do now?""You can come with us," said a nasty chuckle behind him, and he whirled about to see Hank Stine and the Great White Also, restored by the original author of this mess. 



step through the restored spot of blackness. "As Fandom’s leading producer of sex films, as Fred said, and as the Lightning Breaker, as Ted said, I need someone to carry the camera -while I prepare my massive beavor epic starring Grisilda. You’re elected. ""What about your Great White henchman?” Castora asked warily. "It can heft it more easily than I can "Stine grinned. "It’s already got a job. It’s my lead in the movie, and gets to get Grisilda. After it collects the ransom for her that we're demanding from her father, the Uinistor of Finance, which we’ll use to finance the picture. He won'it get her back until after I ■—■ and the Also — are through with her, but ho doesn’t know that yet. " Stine grinned again; the Also, smirked.As the Also ambled lumberingly toward Castora, and Stine turned around to gesture in the air, Castora began to sidle along the bulkhead and suddenly broke away, heading for the companionway. "Oh, no, you don’t," came the hulking, snarling voice, chuckling gleefully because of getting its previous speaking part back again. The doughy, but incredibly strong paw snaked around his ankle again. Fortunately, he was within reach of the steel pole this time, and he flung both arms about it tightly. As the. Also tugged him toward it, he looked over his shoulder, catching a glimpse out of the corner of his eye of the black circle growing in the air again, the old stone walls of the seaside city visible on the opposite side. Stine paused in his gesturing to explain, "I had the Authox1 write me a mouldering, haunted castle a few miles down the coast. We’ll be shooting there; Grisilda is locked in one of the towers right now.; The Also and I will take you there now, and I’ll show you the layout while the Also goes back into town to see about that ransom. You-can practice lugging around the camera; you’ll need a bit of getting used to it, especially with the heavy chain that’ll bo connecting you to it all the time." Stine and-the Also both laughed aloud; Castora shuddered, unable to decide which hideous cackle was-the more depraved."The only chance I’ll have," Castora thought, as Stine stepped through the circle and the Also began dragging him after it, "is when Stine and I are alone in the castle, while the Also’s in town." But Stine and he wouldn’t be alone, he suddenly realized. There was the mysterious Grisilda, locked in the tower. Would she be of any help? What sort of girl could she be? Beautiful, obviously, considering the use which Stine intended to make of her.Well, thought Hunk, taking ov:r writing, which mod? things so complicated even he couldn’t figure out the layers of control that inplicd, Well, hero wo go.Thor-: was a moment of intense disorientation, not unlike driving through Pittsburg streets, passed through Castora's mind and he stood in the midst of crumbling, black, stone walls, Stine stood ahead, a massive Bolcx Smm by his side, A door, hinged by massy bronze hinges eaten by the green of time was set flush into the wall by his left hand,"She is harp,” Stine said, and Castora thought no other words had ever bespoken such triumph,Castora rubbed his nock, and followed as Stine threw open the door, ";'CW," a voice ocIiQOd in all their heads. There was something familiar about it, b\t Ph-11 couldn’t think, not now, Jie heeded time. Behind t om followed .the Groat White Also.Grisilda stood transfixed by a beam of color-tran 650’s. Sho wasn’t very beautiful. Imagine... .no, don’t, they wuldn’t ever speak tc mu again, She'was ugly.nm. Castora, as- the- White Also made familiar whimpering sounds.She's the backer’s daughter," Stine explained. "I’m only the Director." And Castora knew."You’re not the writer?" ho asked, "rb," Stine said, "Just the Director."-hen it s you," Castora said, leaping forward and'pulling down the zinper in the Also’s back,"Tavtie-tail/' Bill GSbass said, coming out, "Woll, anyway, it’s hot in there." iou mote this so you carlo. have the girl, didn’t you?" Castora said."how was I to know Stine's backer would have an uglyddaughter?" in tho same voice that had echoed in their heads, "Ch, well, once a loser, always a loser." Castora woke, ho wished it had all boon a dream.



Nor the Great uhite Also, £y ME, milton 
alais Barry acissman

nd

HooRAH! 
at last
Now

what he knows is

How do yol psychoanalyze a typewriter?
I don't know but I'm not going to give up nowI

, everyone! Today I finished finals!
I t's a tremendous feeling to know that
you're finished, and failed everything 
enough of me, -and on to the story...

I'm fighting with my parents a lot lately: 
it appears that they think that they know better 
than I do how the world should be run 
is that I don’t think that they do. 
they argue for their way of doing thi:

The only prQWfhi 
In other word

I argue for the best way of doing thin^ 
whatever the consicuences.

draft dodgers
in point. The Vietnam
Is a man obligated to do

Righ t, regardless of The Law in the UG, or should he continue 
to do something that he ’knows is immoral because it is legal?

My folks are with the "obej^ the lav; and talk" crowd.
While I do not necessarily- tuink; that this is wrong, I do not : 
think- that this i^ right. Jhak would Antigone say? What about 
the citizens, in Hitler's Germany? They obeyed temporal law 
and she obeyed devine law, the moral right in other words.
My father argues, aid rightfully so, that this is’anarchy. He 
says that if this is -jttpue then the minutemen and KSK's. etc may 
also-, take the law into their own hands if, they think that moral 
right is in danger. This presents *a dilemma. .’Any solutions?

All, 1 know is that I .believe in two statements.;, 
A man must do what he knows is right, regardless of law 

or tonsicuences, or he is not a man. ■ ', :
And; You will never find a way to stop war as long as you 

kid y stir self that it is’ akright to kill, in the name.of Democracy 
or anything else. ..



Sally Crgcyne, 1050 North Ridgewood Place, 90058’. 
This is the .24 day of:January 1968. This is Here, 
wherever thht is- Is it? I should like to dis

peculiar process of turning itself.inside out. 
the Incorporation, in principle- the idea that

claim responsibility 
for whatever the con-.
tents may be, but 
I suppose I can't, 
PedigreePub # Someth.

the painful and 
We have approved 

the club should
become financially responsible . I.e.- become a Something in the
eyes of the World At Large. Unfortunately for LASFS traditionalism, 
the W.A.L. has, some, narrowminded requirements for corporations ■ 
which willy-nilly are bound, to change our power structure. After 
the preliminary discussion of tie Articles of Inc.' two weeks ago, 
most activelocals probably realize that a Board of Directors 
(eleven, three-yr. terms elescted 4-4-3 in staggered fashion A la. 
US Senate) will have, formal control of the Building Fund, and 
of business transactions with- the W.A.L.

What almost nobody has 
picked up on yet, though- what will be at the heart of the upcoming 
fooferaw about the Bylaws-, is that any way you slice it, these 
formal changes will affect our day-to-day operations enough to 
maybe change the LASFS Gestalt. (Sic. Specifically: 1) Bd. of Dlrs, 
has authority over the acting Director and. other officers. And 2) • 
will meet as needed to decide.on most expenditures: parties, pub
lications, anything over $10. So far, so unremarkable. But: two 
factors will operate to make club process slower and more conser
vative- a) legal decision-making quorum of ; six, • .. . ■ twice that
on present ExCom, and We. Know All About rule by Committee, b) Memb
ers bf Board , by virtue of initial roster and also of subsequent 
long terms, will be less responsive to current feelings of the 
active membership at any giveh time.

This is not necessarily Bad, 
and the changes resulting will probably.be gradual, not drastic. 
After all, the W.A.L, requires a sober conservative organization 
for a reason ...nevertheless, it will be different. So, I foresee 
a lot of wasted wind and emotion before members realize that no 
amount of tinkering with the Bylaws' wording will keep the power 
links as informal and unstructured as they have been. In fact, tho 
we realized it or not, we approved most of the Bylaws' implications 
in endorsing the innocuous-sounding Articles themselves. Bruce 
salth: "Oh, that's just a Bylaw Problem, not to stand in the wa& 
of the main principle." /^I am reminded of the second Continental 
Congress, the one that forged and pushed through our federal 
Constitution two hundred years ago. The representatives from the 
thirteen colonies weren't empowered to commit their sovereign 
govenments to a completely new government or, indeed, even to 
surrender partial sovereignty to a central government. (And the 
Civil War only, finally decided that this was what had happened- 
that the country couldn’t go back to the old loose, decentralized 
way.} But the delegates, seeing that they were using authority not 
given them by their constituents, also saw the greater need for 
responsible rule . They, too, faced a hassle when they carried the 

probably.be


new order of things, in all its details, home to the people who’d 
have to live under it./r/rBut the LASFS can have one advantage^ it 
can realize what it’s getting into* . It's a-pretty final things 
incorporation. You're going to be subJedt to state regulation, 
as well as to The Eleven Fem I*m not suggesting;that we're 
in danger of a patriarchate, or that club rule won't still be 
substantially democratic. I'm very much in favor of the new order 
and a,ll' its ramifications> because I,want a clubhouse and an organ
ization capable of obtaining and running it wisely, But I suggest 
that people consider the bylaws in terms of general principles 
and as a whol^ while you have the chance, instead of obfuscating 
the coming discussion with trivialities such as officers' titles 
and whether or not the "Inc" be added to the name. After all, 
you know,- in theory,.once the incorporation has been approved 
by tEe members, the proposed Board need not submit the Bylaws to 
member discussion and vote at all. Read the two in combination- 
and, at the end, see who must sign and approve each document.'

No thing' s been- notarized or sent in yet.

Read, come to meetings in the next few weeks with your minds presat 
and your Kempers and indignation at home. Do you want a LABFS 
permanent clubhouse? How much are you willing to change in order 
to have it? Let's do it right the first time.

"Where most of us are headed there's no knowing, but the hellbent 
get where they are going." James Thur be. r ..

I Just realized that I started this trapping stencil on the top : 
line. . Reealy great. Fred Patten, perform me. a miracle'.’

ADVERTISEMENT (unpaid,)- Buy your F-UNCon memberships now. . Prices..
go up again on February first: $3, now.’ More later. 

Contact Chuck Crayne- at the above address, phone GO YE SAP. Come 
to a convention over the fourth of July., enjoyenjoyenjoyenj'oyenjoy

I am sitting here with this mechanicalectric cat purring in my lap. 
As long as it doesn't Jab talons into my legs when I try to stand 
up, I'll trust it- it thinks its a Smith-Corona. (I ’think I am. a 
camel that is looking for a camel, that is looking for a ‘camel, 
that is looking for its young.") Hello Out There. Fred, says he. 
thinks Greater Fandom has reason to. doubt that LA still exists... 
we do exist; now I've told you.. In what form., that's a different. . 
and highly personal question, as the cat said . As I don't wish 
to degenerate to one-shot natterings I'll, lqave you, merrily; sally



A KlCE Day FOR SOUTHING i.. OR ONE THOUS i”D DOLIARSI
A fanzine par Hank Stine; 619 S. Hobart Blvd. #3; Los Angeles, California Before I started this fanzine, this typer was a vrigin, brand-new and iust purchased. What is significant about this is where the money and necessity to buy it came from:Dave McDaniel and I just signed a contract to write the screenplay for a movie. We get a thousand bucks. In advance they gave us a hundred. After taking out ten percent for the agent (my company Aries Enterprises), this left each of us forty-five dollars. Then I went into my boss at the studio where I direct nudie movies, and "ot an advance of fifty from him for the legitimate feature I am writing. Both of them have to be finished by three weeks from today. I haven’t started either yet, but I write fast: usually four days a script. Which explains why I’m excited. Okay.(Also why I only have time for one page.)Well, meyer, the world arows passing strange. These days it’s like a lid- die Ted Sturgeon story: full of a wonder as pungent as the scent of smouldering 
iaatumn leaves. I seem a lot too paralized to move, snared by the richness of the flow and texture of the world. (As always claimed:) There’s such a lot of fear distorting human feel ings so by the time love has filtered through it, it looks a lot like hate. Such is with us though so there’s not much left to do but guard ourselves every second with a feed-back monitor to make sure we try to keep our own realities as clean as possible.

* * *(Change of Pace.) Would you believe: HONDO OZ? STAR DREE3 THE BIaOK ADEPT? FIII-H.a-.R3 STUDIO, for which, or whom, Dave and I T’ork, Me as director, he as director of cinematography (in a partnership founded on greed) has left me in total charge of their nudies, and the above titles will be shot the first half of 1968 (this being January 2^,1968).HONDO OZ is not based in any way on the outline for Sex-Fiends of Oz, hut on a new story by S.... W.... It will be billed as... What goes on in the Emerald City when the Lights go OffiRumors that Dave and I are planning a nudie version of Lotfi", is not true. Or schedule this ’rear is too crowded...•
* * *Which brings us to the Bill Glass appreciation section -of this zine: I appreciate you, Bill. Very few people recognize Bill’s admirable qualities, such as: perceptive intelligence, sensitivity, honesty, trustworthi- ness, loyalty, conversational ability, etc. There are few L, A. fans who are as worth knowing as Bill G?ass. -Hank Stine-



I can see the waves of yesterday 
come crashing o’er my feet.
I feel the current of present time 
as it draws me from the shore.
I gaze out at the far horizon 
blinded by the sun.

And I think it’s much too far 
and cold to swim.

Early morning seashore after sunrise
the first gull wheels and cries in the sky.
Early morning seashore after sunrise 
thoughts are calm against the ocean roar.

I can see a mountain rising., 
high against the sun.
I feel the sand that’s warm 
and holds my feet.
I wonder what it's like upon the windy peak. 

And I think it's much too tall 
to try to climb. :

I can see behind the sparkling sand 
that runs along the sea.
I feel loneliness breeze 
lift grains about my feet.
I know that there’s a warm and safe cove 
further down the beach.

And I think it’s much too far 
to walk or run.

Early morning seashore after sunrise
the first gull wheels and cries in the sky.
Early morning seashore after sunrise 
thoughts are calm against the ocean roar.

’ » I •

I gaze rut at the far horizon blinded by the sun— 
Comes the gull cry once again.
I wonder what it's like upon the windy peak— 
And I think that I shall have to learn to. fly.



Jim Schumacher, .

I ’”as understandably 
lea?- —ben Fred Fatten 
called me up on m- o—n 
phone and informed me 
there —as a "faaanish 
one shot session" going 
on do—nstairs.

hot that it — .s ■ n- 
likol— there —as sone- 
thing going on do—ns fairs 
I didn't ’no-' abort — 
but the ido - that it ,, 
—ov.ld be a faaanis’ ono- 
s"'.ot session scored a 

little far-fetched.
But I sit here —ith 

a stencil in my typer 
and sore ten or t elve 
of er people banging 
a—ay rith the clatter of 
of a pressroom near dead
line. Tho 'mo’s —hat 
lurks in the hearts of
men...

I —as talking -if’ of all people Drain kaiser and Russ Brdpker 
—bo brightened rp" day —ithne—s from the valley fan area.. Russ's 
father, it seems, is fasting f'is -oeh to protest the Viet Ran war. 
.nd D'rain tells :ie al Snider is plannin_ to publish a full account 
of the time I mortally threaten him -ith a t-o-foct switchblade in 
the Cult. T:ich means I should jet back in the cult a^ain so I 
cm find, out about it too.

a—bile back I —as ..making a pest out of myself by _oing around and 
asking vario-s LA fans to -ive no examples 'of — hat t^ey considered 
to be decadence in today’s day-by-day soiceity. Soyfe* tore in f’d 
bac' f -inf lurked the day idea of a "Decadence Is..." skptc’ - 
boo . I ’’ave drawn cartoons from some of the ans—ers I Jot,- but 
I found fat a lot of them didn't lend to illustration. Like:

Decadence is having someone tie —our shoe for "gou.
Decadence is nudre— Bermds^.
Dec 'dence is Breakfast at noon.
Decadence is corn flakes and salad dressing for breakfast.
Decadence is an electric blanket f at _oes all the way up to 
instead of jv.st 9.
Decadence is fat and wears purple and gold robes. 
Decadence is being bored —ith decadence.

" /hat has seven eyes, seven legs, and stripes?

"I d on' t Im O' ■, wha t ? ?

"Three and a half convicts.




